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ITIONS 
A series of exhibitions of work by selected Ohio 
artists presented from February through July, 
1982, made possible in part by the support of the 
Ohio Arts Council 
University Galleries 
Wright State University 
Dayton, Ohio 
Preface 
For ome time now, Ohio ha een the emergence 
of an art scene which i well informed, diver e, 
and energetic. The purpo e of thi erie of 
exhibition was to focu attention on the range of 
talent and expertise which the state has to offer 
from an increasingly active community of artists, 
curators, and critic . 
Betty Collings was chosen as curator, in part, in 
recognition of her in tigation of Ohio' fir t 
attempt to deal with the range of tatewide art 
activity in a critically convincing manner, while 
he served as director of The Ohio State 
University Gallery. That program, Six in Ohio, 
wa curated by Robert Pincus Witten and ha 
ince served as a model for imilar programs. The 
re ult has been that the activitie of Ohio-based 
artists have come to be taken increasingly 
eriously both in Ohio and around the country . 
Since her departure from Ohio State, Betty 
Colling ha continued to curate and has produced 
a series of reviews which ha been publi hed 
in Arts Magazine and in Dialogue. She is 
representative of a number of highly competent 
profe sional re iding within the tate who are not 
on the taff of any in titution. The e people 
po e the capacity to generate vibrant program 
and timulating new in ight- ta k which in the e 
times are becoming increa ingly difficult for the 
regular staffs of the tate' art in titution to 
accomplish. The use of freelance curatorial 
expertise from within the state make economical 
a more thorough election proces which i in 
it elf highly timulating. In turn, a greater 
proportion of project budgets can be devoted to 
catalog documentation of ub tance. 
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The election for thi erie of exhibition were 
made during ten full day of lide viewing and 
travel to arti t ' tudio . Through the cour e of it, 
l functioned a facilitat rand ounding board and 
can tat unequivocally that thi was the m t 
exhau tive (and exhausting) electi n pr ce.. r 
which I am aware. It wa followed by eral 
week of re earch and the writing of the text of 
thi catalog . The final re ult are the product of 
Betty' inten e stamina and in ight. 
Michael Jone 
Director 
University Gallerie 
Introduction 
If, a · ·uggested by Marcel Duchamp, the isual 
philo opher, art idea initiated in the mind of 
arti t remain incomplete until received by other , 
then it may be aid that the art of a city, region, or 
ociety i a collective endeavor wherein the artist 
effectively catalyzes and focuse an ae thetic 
response to the p ychological and phy ical 
environment only when the community i 
receptive, when the interaction between arti t 
and environs i mutually perceived. 
In Ohio, within the la t decade, public dialogue 
between artist and community ha gained in 
momentum. Among many contributing factors it 
is important to note the impre sive rise in tate 
appropriation pearheaded and admini tered by 
the Ohio Art Council. Thi money, pent entirely 
in Ohio, ha timulated art program of all kind 
in communitie of all ize and composition. The 
programs range from the well-e tabli hed 
educationally oriented Arti ts in School to the 
fledgling but profe ionally directed Arti t 
Re ource Program initiated by the Ohio 
Foundation on the Art . At the ame time, the 
academic in titutions, ometime , with the 
a i tance of N.E.A.- upported program ·-
vi iting critic , invited in tallation and exhibi-
tion with a sociated artist ' lectures- frequently 
by converting tatic permanent appointment into 
rotating po ition for visiting arti ts, expo ed 
their student and the surrounding profe ional 
art · communitie to new, often controver ial, 
stimulating idea from out ide Ohio. A a 
con equence of the continued pre ence of everal 
good art chool , increa ed tudent enrollment 
and the aforementioned acceleration of national 
interaction, albeit confined within the boundary 
of the arts profession, Ohio has achieved new 
status as an important component in the national 
art dialogue. 
At the ame time, the collective endeav r · by 
arti t · and in ti tu ti on - notably the artists' 
If-help llective · NOVA, AG, rtrach, 
pa , and the publication Dialogue have 
effe tively fo u ·ed and p liticized a vari ty f 
ind p ndent activitie int cohe ·iv unit · . In thi · 
on text, the re gnition by arti t of the need for 
critical commentary brought about publication of 
several local magazine -NOVA News and 
Columbus Art as exemplary in tance -and their 
presence on the editorial board of Dialogue 
precipitated its expan ion into a magazine with 
critical a well a public relation and cataloging 
function . These widely distributed magazines 
now tell not only Ohio but the national and inter-
national art communities about Ohio' progre s. 
All thi , spiced economically by heightened 
intere t in public sculpture first occa ioned by 
N.E.A. and G.S.A. program sub idie , and by 
economic circumstance that make art-collecting 
one of many inflation-thwarting economic 
gamble , ha encouraged a he itant but mea -
urable ri e in the number of contemporary 
commercial gallerie . In hort, for the fir t time in 
it history, Ohio ha developed the framework for 
the mini-indu try that a comprehen ive art upport 
y tern repre ent ; the component part of which 
are the intellectual and economic upport of the 
academic y tem , the collective contribution of 
tate and local government , commercial art 
ervice , collective and commercial gallerie , 
corporate and private collectors, and an im-
proving information y tern that inform and 
enlarge the audience of mu eum and gallerie 
of all kind . 
A review of recent developments in the field of 
contemporary art in Ohio reveal that much of the 
impetu for the vitality, profu ion, quality, and 
variety of the contemporary work hown in 
Ohio can in large mea ure be attributed to practic-
ing arti t who, doubling a educator and 
administrator , tran lated nece ity into 
stimulating options as they presented and 
encouraged challenging contemporary programs. 
A a result, art education and its product-the 
community of those who communicate in vi ual 
term -i at an all-time high, a situation 
contrasting markedly with community under-
tanding, appreciation , and apprai al of 
indigen us talent. In part thi i · becau e although 
educational institution , admini trative b die , 
and certai n commercial gallerie have played 
key role in increa ing the experience and 
ophi ti cation of the intra-art community , they 
do not have the capacity, nor are they perceived 
by the public, to be the intermediary between the 
activity of art making and its completion in 
community appraisal . As this is perceived to be , 
and therefore is, the role of the art museum, it is 
unfortunate that the curators of Ohio 's major 
mu eums are not yet fully cognizant of Ohio' 
expanded vi ual resources. The evidence is that 
in-depth , on-going exhibitions and pre entations 
showing the way in which the region's artists 
mediate contemporary culture are omitted from 
their programs. 
Perhaps an inharmonious differential between the 
deliberate re ponse to change of the traditional 
museum and the rapidity with which the practice 
of vi ual art in Ohio has acquired re onance has 
created an understandable dilemma. Certainly, 
limited exposure to both the tangible objects of art 
and to the conceptual breadth of individual oeuvre 
combined with lack of documentation could 
underlie the continued hesitancy on the part of 
tho e who are accountable for selection and 
interpretation. Whatever the cau e, with the 
notable exception of the Akron Art Mu eum and 
to a le er extent Cincinnati ' Contemporary Art 
Center, thee tablished exhibiting in titution , 
particularly the museums in Cleveland, Cincin-
nati , Columbus, Dayton, and Toledo , by limiting 
their involvement to periodic group exhibitions, 
avoid the responsibility to present 
the region ' arti ts in critically and ocially 
meaningful contexts. Such token participation in 
the total upport system inhibit the forward thrust 
of Ohio ' cultural advance. 
If it is argued that the primary task of a city 
museum is the preservation and interpretation 
of established culture, then it follows that 
when museums establish comprehensive and 
international collections to the exclusion of 
responsible dialogue between a community and its 
living culture they project an image of regional 
cultural impoveri hment both now and in the 
j iiture. For Ohio, in the hind-quarter of the 
twentieth century thi i not only inaccurate but 
multiply unfortunate, ince enterpri ing arti t 
forced to develop their career el ewhere become 
the economic and p ychologicaJ prize of their 
new region , thereby depriving Ohio of an 
economic re ource a well a an earned source of 
community accomplishment. Furthermore, the 
role played by visual art in defining the image of 
our state in rapid transition from a predominantly 
rural to an urban and technological lifestyle is 
undervalued and underused. 
To recommend that the work of developed Ohio 
arti ts be integrated into reputable national and 
international programming is not to argue for an 
acritical chauvinistic preference for regional art, 
rather it is a reasoned argument that urges the 
museum community to begin a discriminating and 
substantive appraisal of Ohio art in the global 
context. Developing, documenting , and 
di eminating Ohio's living culture i an 
hi torically important task that cannot be 
continually balked by the myth of imminent 
conflict between monetary and moral value or 
because an inadequate portion of the museum 
community ' resource has been applied to 
acquiring the requi ite scholarship. 
The en itivity which Michael Jone , director of 
the Wright State Univer ity Gallerie , brings to 
the rapid hift in the Ohio art ambience i given 
perspective by his family's contribution to the 
practice of art in Ohio . Dis ati faction with the 
paucity of opportunity for documented solo 
exhibition within what seems to be a plethora of 
viable, stimulating ideas and a de ire to test the 
inherent potential of the Ohio arts' community for 
engagement in extended dialogue prompted him 
to plan the 1982 olo exhibition erie . The 
Wright State Univer ity Galleries ' excellent 
reputation for challenging and experimental 
program , the adaptability of the physical space, 
and the possibility for dialogue create a perfect 
locale within which to test his hypothesis. 
A we had for everal year di cu ed and hared 
imilar view in thi regard he a ked me to curate 
the erie according to the following method . 
Arti t to be elected and pre ented within an 
intr ductory context by lo e hibition - that i , 
comprehen ive pre entation of conceptual and 
vi ual idea - accompanied by biographical 
material and artist ' statement . Di cur i ve 
exchange between artist, faculty , students , and 
critics following artists' visual and verbal 
presentations. The whole, documented by 
catalog, in tallation photographs and audio tapes 
for the Wright State archives, ultimately made 
available for the Archive of American Art. 
The process of selection wa revealing and 
rewarding. After the slide submission of 
eighty-eight artists were reviewed , thirty-two 
studio , geographically dispersed throughout the 
state, were visited during eight intensive and 
exhausting days in October, 1981. At their 
conclusion, not only were we secure in the 
knowledge that the basic premise for the series 
were ound, but we realized that in Ohio , as in 
the visual arts at large, a broad generalized 
experience in regard to form and content is 
insufficient preparation for an adequate 
interpretation of the subtly differentiated and 
ub- tructured ideas encompassed by artists . If 
momentarily cha tening , this wa ultimately 
an exhilarating realization. For in tance , in 
Ohio, formal term range from urreali tically 
in pi red variant of automatic writing to 
pre-conceptualized perceptual experiments and 
con ciou combination of visual and verbal 
linguistic structures. The pursuit of self-definition 
draws upon all sides of the polemics of gay and 
feminist liberation and delves a well into rural or 
religious childhood experiences . Further, the 
everal developed personal philo ophies that 
reflect mature consideration of non-western 
ystems of thought contrast with those attempting 
to synthesize all forms of historically ordered 
thought into supra-visual constructs, as well as 
with those that wrestle with the biological and 
sociological relationships existing between man 
and nature. In our view the selection process 
made clear that, for Ohio, an informative and 
productive dialogue between art and community 
require not only the be t endeavor of the 
combined curatorial and critical talents in the tate 
but comprehen ive pre entation within which 
arti t are given the opportunity to be multi-
articulate . uch a method i effective not only 
in furthering avenue of communication but in 
continually focu ing and refining arti tically 
expre sed concept . 
Although I am answerable for the final choice 
made in this series , the insight, willingly 
provided , by Michael Jones as another expe-
rienced artist-curator was invaluable . Jan 
Harrison , Audrey Skuodas, Gary Schwindler, 
Jame Friedman , Ron Kroutel , Marty Kalb, 
David Leach , Hudson, Vicki Mansoor, and Terry 
Dike were cho en because we responded to their 
emotional and intellectual intensity and to the 
communicative capacity exhibited by the visual 
and sensuous qualities in their work . We 
appreciated their achievement in being able to 
apply diligence and refined intelligence to bring 
es entially subjective and per onal observation to 
the level of the generic and uni ver al. In partic-
ular , we re ponded to tho e for whom a period 
of personal re-evaluation resulted in a formal 
rejuvenation wherein earlier u e of ubiquitous 
formal conventions had been discarded or tran -
formed into individually appropriate art-craft 
technique. Finally , we perceived that the sum of 
the individual que ts for elf-definition became, 
in toto , a highly developed probe of the intellec-
tual and emotional parameter of human action. 
Betty Colling 
Curator 
Columbus, Ohio 
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Terry Dike 
Artist's Statement/Terry Dike 
Bizarre clothing ha always attracted my 
attention, but I never thought it went far 
enough. So my goal has been to create outlandi h 
wearables and see if people would till put them 
on. By painting or airbru hing my work, the 
po ibilitie are endle . Some of my piece make 
political or current-i ue tatement (on pollution: 
' Urban Camoflage, ''a two-piece litter uit; on 
gun control: ''Saturday Night Special,'' a jacket 
and holster, and ''Luger,'' a jacket and holster). 
These pieces are multi-purpo e: they make a 
tatement and can be worn or displayed. 
I developed ome idea into three-dimen ional 
co tumes made of foam rubber that allowed more 
freedom in creating a being. Something that 
come to life when worn and when it' di played 
i naturally sculptural. Since thi material is 
lighter than stuffed cloth, I could more easily defy 
gravity and create an illusion of size and volume 
without the weight. 
Recently, I began to produce foam sculptural war 
objects, such as pursuit and bomber plane , 
helicopter, and tanks. These are extensions of my 
childhood and my Vietnam experiences. 
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Wart y wer popular in the 50 and 60 ·. N w 
they'r app aring on the market again a 
re ·urgence of gun · and vi 1 n e. Warm vie · and 
TV re ruiting commer ial have gl rified the 
military life, making it eem like it' all a 
Memorial Day parade. But a 1 have found out, 
war it elf i a different ituation. 
The prevailing element of death houldn 't be 
hidden from the public. People don't like to admit 
that in contra t to movie , most dying oldier 
don't have time for their la t word . Killing, 
dying, and death are real and a part of life. 
When I fini hed (hung the tail ection of) the 
G5Nl Shinzan Japanese bomber here at Wright 
State, it wa viewed a ''real neat'' until I added 
the tail gunner hanging out of the window a if he 
had been hot (blood wa painted on). Then the 
re ponses were ''Oooh, gros ! '' Most people 
don't admit that the major part of war i death. 
My work how my lighter ide through the 
fanta y co tume , humorou clothing, and 
culpture . But my more eriou ide ( een in the 
plane , tank, and helicopter) i a tatement of my 
experience in Vietnam. I tried to make them more 
in jest but with my underlying feeling till 
howing through. 
About the Arti t/Betty Collings 
Terry Dike wa born in Akron, where, with ix 
i ter and a brother, he went to parochial chool. 
He excelled in art. Completing high chool in the 
mid 60 , nineteen year old, unable to afford a 
college education, he wa drafted and ent to 
Vietnam. There, a an able member of a 
communication corp , hi principal re pon ibility 
was to connect the artillery batterie with the 
command po t. His chores took so little time that 
he and hi fellow corpsmen were a igned ba ic 
camp service -guard duty, K. P., garbage detail, 
and waste di po al. After the war, he found hi 
army skill were of no use to the civilian 
communication industry o, after ix months of 
intense hunting for a job more challenging than 
dishwashing, he became a bum. Traumatized by 
the senseless me of Vietnam and the army' 
Tank, 1982, acrylic on foam rubber 
Thunder Bolt, 1982, acrylic on foam rubber 
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unfulfilledpr mi eoftrade kill f rcivilianlife, 
fo r tw -and-a-half y ar h ·ca nged th treet 
of Kent and Akr n. Lu kily, a bri f romance 
in pired him to put hi life in rd r, fir ta a 
tomb tone de igner and then by u ing the 
provi ion of the G. I. Bill to b an art major at 
the Univer ity of Akron. 
Dike set out to u e the four year at the univer ity 
to take every art and art hi tory cour e available 
but tudiously avoided liberal art in truction . He 
rea oned that four year wa a hort time in which 
to become proficient in the kill nece ary for art 
and, extrapolating from the experience of 
parochial chool and the army he wa u p1c1ous 
of the potential for covert and overt indoctri-
nation in general studie . An older tudent he 
embarras ed hi younger colleague by hi ' 
proclivity for hard work a he developed a 
populist tyle that was appreciated only by those 
member of the faculty who, unable to win tenure 
in a conservative milieu, eventually left town. 
While a tudent , he ucce fully competed in 
regional exhibition and old work- prints, 
drawing , ceramic , and painting- at art-
and-craft sale . However, he became increa -
ingly dissati fied with the limited commu-
nicative capacity of conventional art form . 
Fortunately , in hi cru ade to ab orb every 
technical procedure , he attended a la . in textile 
de ign. Here while painfully acquiring a 
rudimentary ma tery of the ewing machine, he 
learned to paint on a variety of fabric and became 
intrigued with the clothing made by everal 
accomplished women tudent . In pired in 
particular by a dre who e kirt carried a padded 
vi ual pa torale of cloud , tree , and gra , he 
concluded that ''wearable art wa where it wa 
at. '' He liked the fact that uch work could be 
hung on the wall a well a worn and he aw that 
even the timid might buy a bizarre co tume and 
after admiring it for a while would come to want 
to wear it. 
Dike did not graduate from the University of 
Akron , he simply left when the money ran out. 
The first independent excur ion into wearable art 
turned his talent to practical purpose as he filled 
orders for elaborate T-shirt decoration . Soon 
dissati fied, this time because a week' work was 
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invariably covered by a ja ket he rapidly 
progre . ed fr m in ide to ut and to hi. pr ent 
range of w rk. Thi includ uterw ar- m tly 
coat and ja ket , fanci f u I o tu me that he rent · 
for ma querade , and oft culpture. lncrea ingly , 
a noted by friend and fellow arti t Michael 
Horvath, in a recent review of work hown at the 
Akron Mu eum of Art 1 , he ee his art to be an art 
of ocial commentary that, via "deceptively 
banal'' vi ual-verbal pun , take a satirical poke 
at the cause and effect of urban paranoia. 
Particularly effective example are ''Saturday 
Night Special,'' compri ed of a jacket, painted o 
that the arm re emble luger barrel accom-
panied by a uper- ize oft hol ter complete with 
flaccid gun, and "Urban Camouflage Jump 
Suits." The e were tongue-in-cheek attempt to 
make their wearer incon picuou in the urban 
architectural flot am and invisible in the ight of 
mad sniper . The fabric of these works is 
principally thin- heet foam rubber, plain canva , 
poplin, or calico . The e are pray painted with the 
appropriate de criptive imagery before the arti t 
truggle with the demand of hape and u e in 
fa hioning the garment. Sometime he cu tomizes 
completed garment . "Urban Jump Suits " is one 
example; another i a projected work in which he 
will con ert twenty regulation traight-jacket 
into uit for traight men in traight job -
lawyer , policemen, servicemen and the like . 
Dike note that uch art erve a pecial clien-
tele when he ay that ocial commentary ''i hard 
to ell." Able to u e "the luxury buck , " he 
regret that improving his garments' tactile 
quality with luxury fabric would make them too 
expen ive for the clients who now buy them 
becau e they like to wear them . Thi is a 
philo ophical and practical conundrum well 
known in craft but particularly acute for Dike 
who work in a geographical area where both 
under tanding and mode t fi cal support for 
contemporary art form generally fall to the 
public and private action of the professional 
cogno cente. In Ohio, outside the arts pro-
fessions, monetary upport for the products of art 
rarely extend beyond hi torically validated, 
conventional forms. 
Luger Jacket , 1981, acrylic on muslin 
Saturday Night Special, 1981, acrylic on muslin 
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Terry Dike live in a hou e with everal ther 
Akron arti ' t . Hi hare i tw m II up ·tairs 
rooms of a ut 3 0 quar feet. Into thi pace he 
qua hes ab d that d uble a a cutting tab! , a 
ewing machine, a compre or, and a variety of 
material and upplie ; the individually conceived 
fini hed work hang from the ceiling and line 
the wall in a casual and con tantly hifting 
total environment. Without regular financial 
support-even the mode t upplement to 
veteran handled by the Soldiers-Sailor relief 
which he accepted becau e it i "owed," were 
recently curtailed-he steadfa tly refuses welfare 
and public a i tance. Therefore, he i con tantly 
crambling to find odd job to raise ca h for rent 
and food , making art only when someone 
accompanie a commi ion with earne t money. 
The experiences of Vietnam and vagrancy 
showed him that being short of cash is Jes of a 
deprivation than being imposed upon by other , 
so that at 33 he doe n 't feel threatened by hi 
tenuou economic footing . However it i clear 
that he is increa ingly ''real fed up'' with the 
cycle of expectation and di appointment that fal e 
promi e generate, and by the fact that economic 
con traint limit hi arti tic option . Though it 
may not be ea y, it is important for him to enlarge 
hi economic ba e out ide Ohio before the urge 
of curatorial intere t which hen w enjoys fade . 
In many way Dike i an enigma . Technically 
traveled, well er ed in the procedure of art, hi 
be t work atirical, he neverthele ha many of 
the qualitie of an urban primitive. For in tance, 
hi simple incerity and directnes contrast 
markedly with the equally incere, equally 
humani tic but ophi ticated urbanity of 
Cincinnati' Hud on . But ome clue to the 
meaning of hi curiou ly oft atire emerge a he 
talk . Li tening to his enthu ia m for Renai ance 
art and for the painting of Vermeer, one ee that 
his use of fantasy and humor i essentially 
rational. His method is to conjure up image of 
urban terror, not to heighten their emotive index, 
but to confront, unmask, and debunk them, thu 
making them humanly approachable. 
I Michael Horvath, Commentary, Dialogue, March-April, 
1982, p. 9 . 
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Horse Costume , 1981, acrylic on foam rubber and muslin 
Monster Riding Dragon , 1980, acrylic on foam rubber 
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Hudson 
About the Artist/Betty Collings 
Once omeone has made the decision to be, and 
ha participated in the experience of being an 
arti t, (s)he can no longer appreciate life as an 
innocent, for to be an arti ti to be aware that one 
i continuaJly proce ing , evaluating, and 
recon tructing life e perience. Whether thi 
concept of the elf-a -other is under tood 
con ciou ly or ubcon ciou ly, the ten ion 
between it and a de ire to record an unproce ed, 
flowing , emotive experience affect the work of 
arti t u ing all type of vi ual media. The 
existence of this ten ion has been the subject of 
di cu sion with arti t who e product are a 
diver e as those of painter- culptor Judy Pfaff, 
culptor and graphic arti t William Ramage, and 
writer-performance arti t Vito Acconci. Thi 
view of arti tic formulation i mo t readily 
corroborated by an examination of the perfor-
mance arti t, ince in performance art, the way in 
which life fuel art and vice ver a, i readily 
apparent. Cincinnati' Hud n and hi work are 
an example. 
Hud on ' life i gri t for the art mill. The 
Cincinnati torefront "Buzz Tone Outlet"-
tudio , store, telephone art terminal, home-i 
the helter from which, through art, he bring 
together the cacophony of sen ory information 
which come to him via participation in, and 
ob ervation of, the life that urround him. 
Hud on appear to fit very neatly into the 
categorization of art a adaptive behavior, 
outlined by Morse Peckham. 1 
Hudson, of working class origins, understood 
early in life that one of the ta ks of modern ociety 
was to convert the morality of the work ethic into 
an operational principle capable of riding the 
transition from a ociety rewarding materially 
productive work to one in which self-determined 
rewards accrue to tho e able to perceive meaning 
in, and derive qualitative experience from, the 
10 
(for audience) 
The space: x= chair 
y= aisle 
••• 
••• 
I 
' 
.}(ror pertormer) 
Performance by Hudson/Buzz Tone Outlet 
Duration: Minimum of thirty minutes 
••• 
• •• 
•••• 
xxx xxx 
xxx xxx 
xxx xxx ....... y ... • •• 
The Immortal 
omon saith, There is no 
new thing upon the earth. So 
that as Plato had an imagina-
tion, that all knowledge was 
but remembrance; so Salomon 
giveth his sentence, that all 
novelty is but oblivion. 
meshing and clashing of imm dial p ri nee. 
To percei e art as w rk is as ially pr gr ssivc 
theory necessitating maj r shifts of cultural 
norms. In Hud n's ca e, beli fin the ne d f r 
social adju 'tment i matched ae thetically by 
calculated ubver ion of the form of theatre and 
dance. Thi technique, made familiar in the 
twentieth century by Dada, Happenings, Pop Art, 
and the Performance Art of the 70 , i energized 
and advanced by the manner in which he com-
pletely intermingle the categoric of life and art. 
There are everal specific clue to an inter-
pretation of a Hud on work. Fir t, there i the 
exultation, revelation, and exploration of 
sexuality. Secondly, there i hi acute perception 
of all en ory phenomena. Thirdly , and mo t 
importantly, hi mediation of the flow-of-life 
that urround him i directed by a per onal 
philosophy that con true all facet of human 
action-whether frail and he itant or bizzare and 
trident-a unique indicator of man's e ential 
qualitie . In an extensive interview with William 
Olander of the Allen Art Mu eum, he tate , 
''ae thetic and human qualitie fir t and fore-
mo t ... are the major concern . '' 2 
Hud on, a a phenomenologi t who e expre ion 
derive from and incorporates all a pect of 
phy -icality, make e ten i e u e of the aural and 
olfactory a well a the tatic and dynamic of 
vi ualization. Trained a a dancer and mo t 
articulate in motion, it i tance and ge ture- with 
or without the overlay of co tumes compo ed of 
idio yncratic compilation of the accouterment 
of everyday-that be t convey his intent. Even 
o, though his earlie t performance were an 
outcome of and are tructurally connected to 
contemporary dance , i wa an early experience 
within an elaborate Happening, tructured 
according to the mu ic of Stockhau en, which 
occurred when he was a tudent at New Haven 
that was the impetus for the way in which he now 
co-opts both the air and the paraphernalia of 
popular culture into a theatrical collage that i a 
symbio is of order and di junction, en e 
and ensual. 
In his alignment of life and art, he is often 
surprised by what tum up . Things on occasion 
ju t ''wow'' him; he maintain an openness to the 
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tlow of events th, t cau e those who con eive art 
in conv ntional term to ·ee his perf rmances a · a 
shambles. They are n t; at a perf rmance he 
skilltully co- pt one' capacity t identify with 
his a tions, adroitly witching motional 
ambience to produce a melange of feeling that 
en com pa e exa peration, angui h, and laughter. 
Tuning in to his tyle one ob erve the creation of 
a theatrical order-acts, scenes and subscene -
connected and contrasted by a contrapuntal 
theme that he develop by as urning the duties 
of olo stagehand. This one-man-band act 
·et up a confu ion between the emantic of art 
and everyday that cau e the audience to o ciliate 
between absorption in theatre and perception of 
Hudson-as-Hud on getting hi act together in an 
ab olutely literal en e. The tension that this 
creates parallel the generic ten ion between art-
i t as aesthetician and arti t as human. Far from 
di ordered, it is highly tructured; a theatre of 
the ab urd, repeatedly encouraging and confound-
ing expectation in an endles shaggy dog tory. 
I Morse Peckham, Man's Rage for Chaos: Biology, Behm•iour 
and the Arts, Schocken, 1967. 
2 "Young American , "Bulletin, Allen Memorial Art Mu eum, 
Oberlin College XXX VIII 2, 1980-81, p. 110. 
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A tape loop of electronic industrial 
sound by David Paul starts. 
Projected on the side wall are 
images of two guys fucking, two 
separate images, each of one guy, 
images alternate three times with 
slight timed overlaps (exhibit X) . 
Then the light from a projector 
showing no slide comes on and 
Hudson is standing in it, from the 
shoulders up. Hudson cuts hair on 
head without looking while going 
through the monologue (exhibit 
G). The light goes out and the 
guys fucking happens again, three 
times and then the music stops. 
Lights up full all over. 
Hudson is back in the area of the 
chair, standing sideways to the 
audience in the same clothes but 
pants down around ankles, bent 
over with hands down by the 
audience side of ankles. Does a 
brief dance, some fancy stuff, 
some social stuff, some isolated 
body movements ... it's funny, 
stupid, sad, embarrassing, then by 
and by there's some movement 
which refers to a salute, to Hitler, 
to a man standing with his hands 
to his hips. 
Pull the chair closer to audience, 
sit down and candidly begin 
discussion with the audience 
about some of the following 
things: 
I 
-my problems with performance, 
art in general-making an 
oddity and seeking empathy; 
focusing on the object, but my 
need to have you focus on 
yourself 
-how we progress so slowly, we 
don't go all the way and take 
things to a conclusion. What 
stops us? Tribes. Sameness. 
Fear of individuality. We seem 
to get more primitive as we 
progress to become 
technologically more 
I , 
sophisticated. Why don't we 
look like we feel? Why don't we 
do what we want to do? 
-individuality in art, how a lot of 
art denies this, abstracts the 
personal and the specific for 
formal issues which mean so little. 
The discussion ends and we 
leave. I clean up the stuff and 
leave, wearing the stuff I wore in 
the performance and usually 
go out for eats, drinks, and 
conversation with people from 
the audience. 
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Audrey Skuodas 
Artist's Statement/Audrey Skuoda 
My work doe not have a pecific, directed 
meaning. It has to unveil it elf to each in it own 
way. Therefore, thi tatement i more an 
articulation of my working proce which trives 
to ha e the ame give-and-take and undeter-
minacy of feveri h invol ement a one find in 
the Ab tract Expres ioni ts. 
Although there appear in my painting a calcu-
lated, premeditated, and logical quality in term 
of image and organization, thi belies the true 
mean of execution. The painting i initiated 
becau e of a chance encounter with a per onally 
(to me) appealing image-be it a per on, a photo-
graph of a per on, flower, or other image. In a 
en e I pend day looking for the right image 
upon which to build a fanta y. I place tho e 
photo which I feel nece ary for a particular 
painting around me and begin with that image 
which in a en e i to be my " ubject." fter 
thi initial tage i taken, the painting eem~ to 
dictate it elf. If all go ·well I b come completely 
ab orbed and the le · logically calculated the 
proce , the more ucce ful the painting 
become . 
There eem to be a trong need on the part of the 
viewer to di cover the ymbolic or p ycho:ogical 
intention . Although I know there are hidden 
implication · and ymbol , I am never fully 
con ciou of their pecific meani ng. I do intend 
the painting to contain certain ''e ential" 
p ychological ten ion , but try to allow thi · to 
"happen," thereby reaching a ubliminally 
unknown realm of my elf. Because of the peed 
of execution and my total ab orption in the 
process, when I tand back to contemplate the 
painting, I am often urpri ed at the re ultant 
juxtaposition . 
It i very important that the work contain 
"meaning "-I am very concerned that the 
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Untitled, 1981, acrylic on canvas, 60" x 7'2!' 
Untitled , 1981 , acrylic on canvas, 60" x 72" 
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paintings have c nt nt! ne of a tr ng 
cm tional impa t, reating a certain magic r 
mystery whi h enti es interpretation y t annot 
be specifically pinp inted. 
About the Artist/Betty Collings 
Audrey Skuoda , who was born in Lithuania, 
completed formal art training within four year of 
becoming a United States citizen by earning the 
Bachelor and Master of Art degrees at Northern 
Illinois Univer ity . She then taught art in Illinoi 
and Nova Scotia before coming to Ohio with her 
hu band and two children in 1970. Since that 
time, though he ha worked teadily and hown 
intermittently at numerous gallerie in northern 
Ohio, Cincinnati, Illinois, and Canada and been 
in heightened contact with the profes ion via the 
career activitie of her painter-professor hu band, 
her commitment to art ha been tempered by 
as iduou attention to the nurture of her family. 
Biographical detail i of relevance to Skuoda , the 
roots of who e method can be traced to the 
urreali t initiator Andre Breton who, drawing 
upon the revolutionary development that 
occurred in p ychoanaly i in the early century, 
began experiment with automatic writing in 
1919. kuodas begin a painting after electing an 
appealing photograph t act a the ource for her 
initial image. he then devote short, inten e 
period of concentrated activity toward depicting 
a flow of image that bring ubcon ciou and 
previou ly unrealized relation hip to tne urface 
in a ynthe i of her own experience. Thi result 
in large canva e , in many of which an enticing 
mature Venus, eemingly ecure in the awarene 
of her attraction, allude to the my tery of 
hetero exual union while maintaining an aura of 
di tinct and inviolable eparatene . However, the 
arti t doe not intend a preci ely referenceable 
ymbol sy tern, preferring meaning to be obtained 
through the poetics of a sociative connection 
rather than logical or narrative tran lation. A a 
corollary, her en ibility recall Medieval and 
Symbolist conceptions of womanhood rather than 
the attitude of twentieth-century feminism. 
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Untitled, 1981, acrylic on canvas, 60" x 72!' 
Untitled, 1980, acrylic on canvas, 60" x 72" 
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Whatever the relative merits f con. ious r 
sub onsci us derivation and meaning, in cnti n 
in art is regi 'tered in~ rmal t rm and in 
Skuoda ' large, mooth- urfaced, acrylic 
painting ' nude and clothed feminine image , 
negative and po itive male image , mature 
blo soms, diaphanou and tactile fabric , 
indicators of ea anal change, and vi ta of ky, 
ea, and land are given an architectural context 
according to gothically proportioned bilateral 
organizational principle . In the summer of 1981, 
the repeated accompli hment of such mental and 
formal permutation were dramatically energized 
by the introduction of new material -paper, 
crayon, a collage of exotic materials-and by a 
witch in cale. In the e new, more experimental 
work , at the outer edge of a horizontal rectangle 
that is much smaller than the paintings, a drawn 
frame provide the locale for increasingly 
inventi e decorative element that include 
ab tract biomorphic images of conjugation. The e 
urround an a ymmetrically organized arena 
within which architectural element de cribe a 
pace that i deeper and more complex and 
my teriou than that of the painting . Thi 
become the tage upon which tylized, 
frequently paired figure po ture ambiguou ly, 
and where an increa ingly upbeat 20 ·iren ups 
the ante a he literally pu he out of the fram 
The premi e of Skuoda ' method in ite the 
ob ervation that her imaginative pirit i 
re ponding to the greater per anal freedom that a 
woman, who ha a deep commitment to the home 
environment, experience a her off pring 
grow up . 
Though period of inten i ve dome ti city are not 
without trauma, for Skuoda a keen en e of 
personal direction ha u ed to advantage both 
increased life expectancy and the society' 
heightened appreciation of the perceptions of 
women . The fidelity with which the a ociative 
image of the painting reflects a thoughtful 
a es ment of the many p ychic option open 
to women , and the careful orchestration of 
profes ional and social components, taken 
together, transcend per onal subjectivity to 
become a general ca e-a ucce sful operative 
method giving equal weight to the intellectual, 
emotional, biological, and ocietal a pects of the 
life of a woman. 
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Untitled, 1981, acrylic on paper and fabric, 38" x 25" 
Untitled , 1981, acrylic on paper and fabric, 38" x 25" 
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Jan Harrison 
Artist's Statement/Jan Harrison 
My work tells a tory, which is part of a 
developing myth to live by. The primary concern 
involve the interaction between masculine and 
feminine, and the confusion of combining 
androgeny and sexuality, in a world that is both 
brutal, selfish, uncaring, and, at the same time, 
loving, nurturing, andjoyous. 
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Strange Truce , 1981, pastel on arches, 46W' x 32V4'' 
Since 197 5 the focus has been on the formation of 
a new tory , and a new language, both of which 
are actually very old. The story and language have 
resulted along with the development of human 
and animal imagery , which I have been working 
on since 1970. Some of the figure characterize 
entities within our elve and within the world; 
however, the drawing often involve omeone 1 
love or know on a per onal level , re ulting from 
life ituation , ome of great pain orrow , 
difficulty , or joy . In a world view, the work 
addre e parallel ituation , involving my deep 
concern over large- cale suffering and inju tice, 
a there i a connection in cau e and motive 
between the per onal and the univer al uffering. 
In acting out the storie I ometime sing in a 
language I call Animal Tongue. Thi language 
accompanie ome of the works. 
The drawings , painting , book a art , wntmgs , 
tructure a art, the house I live in , the de ign · 
work I do, and the talking and inging in the 
language all work together to make up my life and 
art. The part that writes seek to tru t the part that 
draws and paint ; the part that de ign eek to 
tru t the part that ing in Animal Tongue. The 
large drawings enable my own body to enter into 
the work . 
The Hello and the Goodbye, 1982, pastel on arches, 144" x 52112'' 
Addres ing the feeling that omeone long ago had 
taken a harp knife and had cut the animal in half, 
making one side feminine and one side masculine, 
one ide somewhat blind to the other, my work 
inve ti gates both love and fear of the physical or 
Animal Nature, a nature which i , at the same 
time, both nurturing and seemingly unconcerned 
with uffering. 
Through the initiation of life situation or sets of 
events a proposals, my work investigates and 
transcends narcissism by addre sing sexuality, by 
approaching one's fears of the same or the 
opposite sex, and by dealing with fears of death 
and loss. At the same time, my work inquires into 
the difference between love and narcissistic 
arrangement. 
I eek to under tand the origin of the selfish and 
destructive affliction I call human chauvanism, 
which has resulted in disrespect and violation of 
the female, the Earth, and life (a common 
misconception is misinterpreting the word "life" 
to mean ''human life'' only). Given that life does 
feed on life, one has difficulty accepting the 
barbaric cruelty, human indignities, inequalities, 
and deep suffering in the world, under tanding 
that the day will never come that all of the 
suffering will go away. However, the cruel 
hunger of natural aggression is not the same a 
the power hunger and cruel tricks which lead to 
the destruction and violation of the Earth, the 
Animal, the Female (and women, who have been 
a scapegoat for it all). 
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Natural aggres ion i motivated by love of living 
and changing growth, which includes death and 
acts of courage in the face of death. Destructive 
aggression fear living, natural growth and 
death. It eek ta is, and it desires a dominion 
over the Natural World. 
I constantly question and defy in my work any 
theories I may form a irrevocable truth . 
However, there i one feeling that recur time 
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Night Seduction, 1981, pastel on arches, 49:Y4" x 35" 
after time: Although I acknowledge the exi tence 
of cruelty and barbarism in the world, my heart 
and an inexplicable part of me demand to ee a 
day when the term" urvival of the fitte t" will 
no longer apply to the trong defeating the 
weak for plea ure or profit, but, rather to knowl-
edge addres ing fear with compa ion and 
understanding, acknowledging the beauty of 
natural aggre sion. 
About the Artist/Betty Collings 
Jan Harri on, who live with three cat in a 
spaciou re tored three- tory hou e on a 
Cincinnati hill ide, is a re olute and independent 
thinker. An intense, developed arti t, her 
numerou project and experiences show 
remarkably wide diversity as evidenced by, for 
example, technical drawings for the launch tower 
of the Saturn V mi sile; an art-life project entitl~d 
"Net Building" in which a twenty-room 
mansion became the lived-in location of all her 
extant work , including a Masculine Living 
Room, a Feminine Living Room, a Paradise 
Bathroom, and a Black Hole in Space Room; a 
record album entitled "Animal Tongue" which , 
with accompanying drawing and tatement, 
document the way in which he attempts to 
The Abyss Crossing, 1980, pastel on arches, 131" x 52112'' 
communicate with the animal aspect of nature. 
Her material needs presently supplied by a job a 
a book jacket designer, she is in part , psycho-
logically supported by the well-developed 
Cincinnati visual arts sub-culture. 
Sen itized to the intricacies of male-female 
interpersonal relation by a short-lived marriage 
and by the focus placed by feminist and gay 
liberation movement upon question of exual 
identity , in recent years he has embarked upon an 
intensive self-examination. The consequence has 
been a personally realized, highly developed, and 
comprehensively presented philosophy that 
construes the individual as an androgynous being 
whose cultural and biological nature shares 
common ground with the animal kingdom. This 
view, in that it extends surrealist arti t Max 
Em t 's unions of the biological and animal to an 
explicit union of animal and human , prompts one 
to recall that as the art of Ernst ' era was 
profoundly affected by Darwin's theories, so 
Harrison's views are formulated in an era when 
socio-biologists such as Jane Goodall eek to 
establish behavioral similarities between 
mammalian groups and research into genetic 
structures. Similarly, the equencing of tissue dif-
ferentiation indicate that many aspects of human 
and animal action previou ly attributed to cultural 
and environmental conditioning are largely 
dominated by inherited predilection. 
Jan Harrison uses art to how her view that the 
dichotomies of male-female, intuitive-logical , 
ubservience-power, animal and intellectual may 
be expressed as male-female principles that can be 
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united in the concept of androgeny. The mo t 
powerful portrayal are in the form of large, 
vigorou pa tel or charcoal-on-paper drawing 
within which human and animal complements 
and counterparts act out the epi ode of storie 
that, taken together, become a narrative myth 
who e logic is akin to the a sociative ae thetic 
of dreams. 
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Animal Wishes, Animal Desires, 1981, detail, mixed media 
Both Harrison and Skuoda , who e exhibition 
occurred at the ame time in this erie , draw 
upon experience tored in the ubcon ciou , but 
their differences in lifestyle, overt ymbolic 
intention, and life philosophy provide marked 
formal and philo ophical contrast. 
The manner in which the active, curvilinear line, 
intense color, heightened contra t , and tactile 
urface with which Harrison provides the earthy 
punch for her highly charged theorie , when 
juxtapo ed with the way that "cool" geometry 
and tylized image produce the ubtle entice-
ment , reflective and attenuated qualitie 
of Skuoda ' paintings, provide a cogent 
demon tration of the necessary conjunction of 
form and content in vi ual communication. A 
they contrast, each enriches the other; together 
they challenge tho e who follow their method 
and concept to review, perhaps rec on truct, 
per onal accommodation to the rich range of 
viable alternative that modern women may use n 
the engagement with contemporary life. 
The Pink Shield , 1981 , pastel on arches, 47W' x 32Y2'' 
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James Friedman 
Artist's Statement/James Friedman 
My Jewish heritage, an inten e per onal interest 
in the Holocau t, and a de ire to force my elf to 
take ae thetic and per onal ri k with my work led 
me to the following project. I decided to conduct 
hi torical and contemporary re earch by 
photographing nine Nazi concentration camp ite 
in Au tria, Belgium, Czecho lovakia, ranee, 
We t Germany, and Poland (political unre t 
prevented the trip to Poland). I received funding 
for the project from The Ohio State Univer ity 
Graduate School Small Re earch Grant program. 
During Augu t and September of 1981, I pent 
five week traveling throughout Europe to the e 
countrie and completed the project. 
My photographic work prior to thi project 
involved the optical idio yncracie of an 811 x 10" 
folding view camera to change the hape of the 
rectangular frame and to precisely control the 
plane of focu . I con tructed a highly per onal 
body of work in color that is characterized by the 
arrangement of found object on the front cherry 
wood platform of the camera and/or in the 
landscape. Combined with this is a spontaneous 
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' lection f natural cen , int rior , p rtraiture, 
ran amalgam f the e a pect . The r ult i a 
ynthe i f the qu litie of a ubje tive till Ii~ 
arrangement and the a pect of am re obje ti e, 
treet photography. 
During the pa t year I have made a deci ion to 
make the e subjective/objective photograph 
more political and more acce ible to the viewer, 
though continuing to include per onal reference 
in the work. In order to do thi , I decided to 
give myself a journali tic a ignment though 
continuing to u e the unjoumali tic /1 x 1011 view 
camera and color film. This deci ion led me to 
photograph the Nazi concentration camp ite . 
About the Artist/Betty Collings 
When I fir t heard that Jim Friedman had been 
awarded a re earch grant to travel to Europe in 
the summer of 1981 to photograph the Nazi 
concentration camp ite in Au tria, Belgium, 
France, Czecho lovakia, and We t Germany, 
I envisioned a project macking of en a-
tionali m- a way to u e a charged topic to 
energize the work. It reminded me of the writing 
of certain hi t rian who teal the thunder of the 
legendary figure to who e work they limit their 
attention. I wa wrong. Furthermore, there are 
other who take the view that the Holocau ti a 
manife tation of human infamy too charged to be 
approached vi ually by other than the poetic of 
ab traction; a view upported by tho e of 
Friedman' photographs that include sculptural 
memorial to it which them elve demon trate 
conclu ively that expre ive figuration doe not 
belong in the e place . But it turn out that 
Friedman' well-developed per onal method, one 
that continually returns him to image-making to 
a si t in defining his own psychological 
experience, i ingularly appropriate here. 
Friedman is a highly trained, accomplished 
photographer, whose thought proces require 
that several conceptual and technical methods 
work in parallel. He completed his first group of 
photograph that center upon a preoccupation 
with self-definition when, after the death of his 
father, he wa ' abl thr ugh thi w rk t revi e and 
r . tructur hi intraper onal relati n hip . In 
tho e ph tograph , a in the recent ries, th 
vulnerability that he bring to hi pe ulati n 
upon the con equence of human-to-human 
interaction command attention . 
But Jim Friedman's holocau t picture are not an 
angst-blitz, neither are they an arti tic attenuation 
of patho ; rather, from surprising initial premise 
they lead, with deva tating effect, through the 
mind' labyrinth to the raw pot where the 
elf-pre erving capacity for indifference re ide 
Hi cru ade , predicated upon a pre ing need to 
come to term with the per onal implication of 
the Holocau t, seek not the past but its expre ion 
in the Ii ved-pre ent of which he is a participant. 
In photographs of streamlined tourist buses 
di gorging their Saturday loads at Dachau, or 
delivery truck loaded with brightly packaged 
oda-pop for the nack bar , agele agricultural 
activity, or the in i tent domination of a scene by 
a 17th century landmark, he demon trate that not 
only mu t the live of those who live nearby go on 
but that they do o in part, now a then, by erving 
the camp . One chilling landscape howing that 
people were exterminated amid t welling, 
cultivated hill ide prompt a ociation with the 
uranium enrichment plant that quietly fuel the 
economy of outhern Ohio. Another how how 
large in human term but how mall in geological 
term the camp were; and group portrait of 
youthful vi itor , that include the ubiquitou 
tokens of the photographer, show the tragedy 
inexorably modified by time. One triple portrait 
which record the phy ical implacability of an 
aging nearby re ident in the act of wiping 
hi no e, a curiou ly ambiguou , mocked, 
agricultural worker and Friedman him elf 
encap ulate the multiple ironies in which he 
excel . In this photograph, as in others, hi own 
culpability in using aesthetics both as an 
anae thetic to the immediacy of his emotion and 
a a means to profit in the intellectual marketplace 
is a factor. Taken altogether these photographs 
force one to con ider man' actions in ecological 
and biological terms. 
Viewing th remarkabl erie , fun dit d /1 x 
I 011 I rn gative which f rmed the ba ·i f r 
thi di u i n wa privileged e perien e that 
may n t tran. late when , ele ti on and p rhap 
larger print are made . Color change , the 
rever al of light and dark , and the logic of the 
arti t' editorial choice will ine itably affect 
interpretive nuance. Whatever the change 
wrought by the e hifts, Friedman's accom-
pli hment will be measured by hi capacity to 
provoke emotional, intellectual, perhap politica 
re pon e; for in 1982, it remain imperative that 
intellect and re ource be applied to the earch fo1 
a civilized re olution of a dilemma rooted in the 
fact that genocide, humani tically aberrant, ha n 
ambiguou relation hip to the acultural logics of 
survival. 
Local resident, photographer, shepherd, Bisiugen concentration camp, West Germany, 1981, original in color 
29 
Survivors ' reunion, Struthofconcentration camp, France, 1981 , original in color 
30 
Wall where Jewish prisoners were shot, Terezin concentration camp, Czechoslovakia, 1981 , color photograph , 16" x 20" 
31 
,• 
Survivors' reunion, Struthof concentration camp, France, 1981, original in color 
32 
Prisoners' bath house, Terezin concentration camp, Czechoslovakia, 1981 , original in color 
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About the Artist/Betty Collings 
Vicki Mansoor was born in Newark, Ohio, where 
her indu trious, imaginative but eccentric father 
worked in a factory. She went to parochial school 
where for the first time it was discovered that she 
wa extremely nearsighted. Though contact lenses 
now improve her vi ion, without them she is 
legally blind. A good reader at age eight, she 
tran ferred to public schools where she was o 
bored that, doodling all the time, she discovered 
she could draw. Thus, outwardly compliant, 
internally self-willed and self-motivated, she 
withdrew into a private world peopled by her 
imaginative drawing. In ninth grade, he emerged 
from this idyll and was startled to realize that the 
chool room buzzed with interesting activity 
about which she knew nothing. It being 
determined that ecretarial training would provide 
an adequate life upport ystem, from this point 
her studies concentrated upon business-related 
kills to the exclusion of all aspects of general 
education-mathematics, literature, language -
except art. Once again, he re orted to the 
vi ual for mental timulation and p ycho-
logical upport, a ruse so ucce sful that he 
won a tuition cholarship to the Columbus 
College of Art and Design. Her parents supported 
her in Columbus for the first year, thereafter she 
alternated periods of full-time work and full-time 
instruction, and graduated in 1977. As an 
undergraduate he married a student from 
Paki tan; together they applied to the Univer ity 
of Cincinnati for graduate tudy. Accepted into 
the fully upported program of the Department of 
Art, Vicki Mansoor graduated M.F.A. in 1979. 
Ju t prior to graduation, her carefully con tructed 
art-oriented world hattered by the dissolution of 
the marriage, Man ·oor realized that per onal 
attitude , he had a urned to be the result of 
profe ional objectivity were part of a carefully 
con tructed emotional defen e y tern; something 
to be reckoned with in future art work. Upon 
graduation she temporarily abandoned art and 
attempted to come to terms with her elf and with 
the ''real world'' via a job a a waitress in a 
Chinese restaurant. This difficult period was 
made bearable by the moral support of a group of 
three Cincinnati arti ts with whom Mansoor 
established a living-working community in a 
downtown warehouse. On the building's top 
floor, four ample and separate sleeping-working 
lofts are adjacent to shared kitchen, laundry, and 
bathroom facilitie . Since the flow of her life 
seems always to have been directed by per onal 
interactions, this satisfactory living situation wa , 
during a tre sed period, crucial to Man oor's 
per onal, artistic, and economic stability. 
It i difficult to ay how much of Mansoor's 
current work is a con equence of the period of 
self-imposed re-evaluation and how much it 
result from an inherent capacity to be a conduit 
for artistic and ociological events. She 
acknowledge that he is a '' ponge, ''that she 
"steal "to u e whatever idea fit her purpose. 
Now, in one a pect of her art, he et up 
cenario for action that take into account both her 
intention and the unpredictability of surrounding 
events. An example i the suite of "Spiral 
Drawings" begun in fall, 1980, which, in thi 
series, was continued directly on the wall of the 
Wright State Experimental Gallery. In these 
drawings, the rules of play ( uch a "the drawing 
i to take five hour '' or ''paired spirals 
contrasting the performance of the left and right 
hands'') are accented by mark indicating the 
moments of di continuity caused when the 
continuous line i interrupted by muscle cramps. 
Whatever is uppermost in her con ciou ness at 
these moments i recorded in a column at the side. 
The final image is a conceptual collage of time, 
recorded by the carefully drawn free-form spiral, 
and the concommitant idiosyncratic fluctuation 
of inner and outer reality, recorded by the 
narrative line. 
The technique of collage, conceptual in the 
foregoing, become phy ical in works uch a the 
19 2 Xerox piece entitled ''Biting the Hand that 
Feed . " Here, pencilled, pin triped paper craps 
from an early work, multiply reduced and 
overlaid, play again t image of animal , 
saw-toothed edges, and a cl um ily in cribed text. 
Thi text make extended u e of punning-the 
literary lingui tic equivalent of collage-as it 
interleave the dictionary definitions of the word 
"predator" with a question about the con-
summation of a marriage to prompt the reader to 
recall the multiple meaning of the word "rapine." 
Further, in "Withdrawing," 1980-a unique suit 
of clothes which took a month' obse sive activity 
to laboriously hand pin tripe a paper dres and 
completely cover with graphite the paper 
''fabric'' of a matching jacket-not only is the 
title a pun, but by wearing the dress to the opening 
of a drawing invitational, Man oor made an 
experimental collage of the vi ual and the tactile, 
ab traction and life. Sensing a continuous, 
other-directed, pulsation between ca ual, causal 
coherency and di order, she is relatively 
unintere ted in making permanent works. She 
prefers to breathe new life into old works by 
revamping their context or by incorporating them 
in toto or in part into new procedures. In a 
mini-era in which marketability frequently 
a sume unwarranted precedence, the e tran ient, 
me y drawing are conceptually refre hing. 
Neither Man oor' working method nor her 
concept are novel. Quite the contrary, the 
concepts he brushes-chance, revelation of 
subconscious thought, coordination of hand, 
mind, and eye, entropy, temporality, juxta-
positioning between languages and within 
language-have been repeatedly considered in the 
visual vocabulary of the twentieth century. What 
i notable is that her internalization of art and her 
indifference to structural coherency bring her 
close to continuous naivete. Thus she plays the 
role of conceptual coquette, alternating secrecy 
and di clo ure, withdrawal and revelation, a he 
simultaneou ly ublimate and create a metaphor 
for her own perceptual and p ychological 
realitie . A he talk , one perceive that 
univer ally experienced (n rmal, albeit 
di turbing) en ati n of the coale cence and 
di olution of order have been inten ified by the 
limits of her vi ion and the elf-impo ed limit 
of her life experience to become the principal 
ubject of her work. 
At this moment, the particular character of the 
vibrant art in Cincinnati is in part a function of an 
urban energy historically temming from the river 
commerce. In part, it is due to the proximity of 
independent thinkers in Kentucky, in part to 
increased regional sophistication and in part to 
national economics. In the recent past, artists 
without substantial local economic art support, 
such as Mansoor, would have found the ambience 
of New York irresistible. Now improved 
communications and elf-developed exhibition 
opportunities have broadened the options. 
Man oor, unintentionally conjuring up a picture 
of art traffick, rejects the ''succe '' model of the 
Chinese acquaintance who, supported by his 
dealer, industriously paints realist canvases in a 
loft over a Soho ''shop. '' She also notes that the 
difficultie of living in New York are presently so 
great that many young people, though dissatis-
fied, once there are unable to amass the mean to 
move out. New York' lo i Ohio' gain for, 
by opting for life here, arti t enrich the state with 
more than their art and commerce. The presence 
of artist in number and variety creates a climate 
within which alternative uh-cultures form. Thi 
enhances the texture of social experience for all. 
35 
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getting the contract, record jacket, plastic, wall floor , polkadots, and 
paper and pencil nope, ball point pen. (record is ON RECORD, C.C.G. I C. A.G. E. Records) 
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David Leach 
Artist's Statement/David Leach 
"Would I had phrases that are not known, utterances that are 
strange, new language that has not been used, free from 
repetition, not an utterance that has grown stale, which men 
of old have spoken." 
-Egyptian scribe, ca. 2000 BC 
• 
a. "To know an object I must be able to prove its possibility, either from its actuality as 
attested by experience, or a priori by means of reason. But I can think whatever I 
please ... " 
-Immanuel Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, 1781 
b. "All logical thinking employs the language of abstraction .... To think existence 
logically is thus to ignore the difficulty, the difficulty, that is, of thinking the eternal as in 
process of becoming. But this difficulty is unavoidable, since the thinker himself is in 
process of becoming."" ... true knowledge consists in translating the real into the 
possible." 
-Soren Kierkegaard, Concluding Unscientific Postscript, 1846 
c. "The will to appearance, to illusion, to deception ... counts as more profound, 
primeval, 'metaphysical' than the will to truth, to reality ... ,"because "art is worth 
more than truth." 
-Friedrich Nietzsche, The Will to Power 
d. "If we consider the (art) works in their untouched actuality and do not deceive 
ourselves, the result is that the works are as naturally present as are things. The 
picture hangs on the wall like a rifle or a hat." 
-Martin Heidegger, The Origins of the Work of Art, 1936 
e. "I fix nothing, I let it go. Through the lack of attaching myself to words, my thoughts 
remain nebulous most of the time. They sketch vague, pleasant shapes and then are 
swallowed up: I forget them almost immediately." 
40 
"You let events flow past ... you plunge into stories without beginning or end: you'd 
make a terrible witness." 
-Jean Paul Sartre, Le Nausea, 1938 
About the Artist/Betty Collings 
In arti tic terminology, ''plurali m'' denotes the 
multitudinou diver ity of arti tic form that have 
burgeoned during the last ten to twelve year . 
That wa a period in which every conceivable 
tyli tic trend, it eem , enjoyed a tran itory 
moment of dominance. During it, although the 
arti t appeared to have been self-directed in the 
exploration of their own expres i ve option the 
um of individual actions did in fact mirror the 
condition of contemporary ociety which wa , 
and remain , in a tate of turbulence. In retro pect 
the proliferation, description, and marketing of 
the tyle that emerged ha the appearance of 
the unified action of a collective-cultural-
con ciou ne ; action whereby the whole arti tic 
milieu-arti t , dealer , critic , federal admin-
i trator , curator , educator and collector -
attempted to di mantle and revi e the prior 
arti tic order. 
Within the c ntext f thi plurali m, playing 
counterpoint t the many form of art that 
profe ed a nontheoretical stance, tho e which 
po ed que tion about the appearance, meaning, 
and effect of the form of object or the form of 
conception, maintained heightened dialogue with 
theoretical con truct . A a con equence, 
a po teriori thread of coherency can be traced 
between the earlier main tream movement (i.e., 
po t-painterly ab traction, minimali m, optical, 
y tern and perceptual field art) and ome of the 
movements grouped within pluralism (i.e., 
conceptual, procedural, or po t-minimalism, 
structurali m, and post-structuralism). The e 
movement how a shift in the perception of 
artistic experience from model dealing with 
phenomenological totality to tho e which, in 
contrast, ee consciousness as a fleeting moment 
of coherency in a melange of disparate unitary 
components. Seemingly endogenou within art, 
this shift is also a metaphor for the hift in the 
c p•riential r•ality f the culture at larg and r 
th mann r in which the artists th ms Ive · 
adapt to it. 
Thi perceptual hift from unified to unitary, fn m 
entitie to compo ite , wa concommitant with Jn 
explo ion in human technical capacity that, by 
expanding all form of communication, 
influenced political event , increa ed inter-
national and intercultural awarene , and 
facilitated a quantum leap in the cientific 
under tanding of thing . By way of example, 
advanced technical competence underlie the 
breakthrough in particle phy ic ; in biology, i 1 
a prerequi ite to an under tanding of the unit · d 
forms of genetic replication and coding; in 
medicine it i required by the neurologi t who 
attempt to tudy the higher brain functions-
perception, memory, and en ation. The prese 
ophi tication of communication technology 
re ulting from the invention of the microchip 
allow all hypothe i and all action, whether 
cientific or political, per onal or public, 
contemporary or hi tori cal, to join the a ault L 
the individual' perceptual receptor . Thee en , 
of today' daily life are uch that, in contra t tc 
the arti t of 1960, the arti t of 19 2 i aware th t 
although e perien e and knowledge are 
in eparable, p rceptual tructur · are nece ar.ly 
idio yncratic personal, and fragmentary, 
deriving a they do from a continuou taccato 
barrage of minute en ory, cultural, and 
biological information. 
For art after 1960, the tool of analy i wa a 
conceptual Pandora. Art in all it form was fi rst 
r duced to a primary geometry-a primer of the 
vi ual- then , a a logical next tep it broadened 
again into an exploration of the permutation 
po sible when primary form interact with the 
physical and mental procedural proce se and 
with ubjective experience. Thus, a heightened 
sen itivity to a fre hly generated abundance of 
alternative caused a revival of interest in 
question about what it mean to see and what 1t 
means to understand. The e are synonymous wi th 
questions about language and communication . 
Splice Poem, 1981, silkscreen, 2 pages, each 50" x 30'' 
Once it was recognized that a reductive single 
object or image was of limited use in the portrayal 
of such complex ideas, multiplication by 
permutation dismembered unitary concepts into a 
myriad of conceptual shards. This instigated a 
search for new structural wholes. For the artist in 
touch with late 20th century culture, this search 
necessarily took into account such things as 
continuous transformation, fluctuating regions of 
local order in an otherwise random assemblage of 
unitary components, and disjunction. As a 
consequence, all the structuralists of art saw 
disciplinary parallels in areas such as topology, 
thermodynamics, and contemporary linguistics; 
but, for those working in the media, whose 
processes embody seriality, sequence, and 
repetition-film, photography, and printing-
the structuralism of the linguistic and anthropo-
logical sciences had a magnetic attraction. For 
the printmaker, this attraction was effectively 
allied to printmaking's historical association 
with words. 
David Leach is a printmaker whose work is an 
example of art playing a role in the world of ideas. 
In his personal search for a unifying life-principle, 
he has progressively examined the affinities 
between the visual arts, linguistics, and literature. 
His work exemplifies the manner in which a 
logically generated question concerning mean-
ing and language can be answered in Post-
Structuralist terms. This use of the logics of poetic 
association reveals connections and disparities 
"Psyche" is ultimately from the lndo-European rootbhes, 
meaning "to breathe," . .. 
The Old High German word tor buil<ing, buan, 
means to dwell. 
"Text" goes back to the rootteks, meaning "to weave," 
and also "to fabricate." 
. .. bauen, buan, bhu, beo are our word bin in the 
versions :ich bin, I am, du bist, you are, the 
imperative form bis, be. 
"Represent" has as its root es: "to be." 
The old word bauen, which says that man is insofar 
as he dwells, this word bauen, however, a/so means 
at the same time to cherish and protect, to preserve 
and care for, specifically to till the soil, to cultivate 
thevine.1 
What is a breath, and what must a weaving or a 
fabrication be so as to come into being again 
as a breath?2 
1 Martin Heidegger, Building Dwelling Thinking, 1950. 
2 Harold Bloom, Poetry, Revisionism, and Repression, 
1975. 
between Post-Structuralism and Surrealism. It 
also points to the fact that the contemporary 
revival of poetic association in art answers a need 
for speedy transference of information that has 
parallels in technology. 
Graduating from Ohio University at Athens in 
1973, Leach's first mature work identified with 
linguistic structuralism. Intent upon bringing 
together separate parts to form whole constructs, 
41 
he saw that art was a linguistic discipline and that 
the processes of language construction could 
reveal meanings beyond those consciously 
conceived. Prefering to concentrate upon the 
development of a visual discussion, he aw no 
need to pursue formal training in linguistics. It 
was, and remains , his view that maintaining 
di tance between art and related professional 
area allows artists ''almost miraculously' ' to 
extract and preserve the nub of an argument in a 
42 
We know from other texts that, while 
writing, he often had the subject of his 
poetry in front of him, white carnations 
from the garden, a glass of water, a 
pebble. So, along with his dictionary 
and alphabet, we add an occasional 
everyday object to his room. In this 
cramped poetic laboratory, he 
managed to create many of his texts, 
allowing himself a mere twenty 
minutes a night for artistic endeavors 
before going to sleep. 1 
1.1 The world is the totality of facts, not of things.2 
INDIRECT QUOTES 
Indirect Quotes, 1981, silkscreen, five pages, each 27W' x 35" 
new gui e . Throughout its development, Leach's 
work has questioned the meaning of the 
appearance of things, especially those that 
become "realities" a the devices of com-
munication. To examine "pictorial artifice" 
he sets up oscillating dualities wherein ource and 
object, via progres ive feedback, become united 
in a new conceptual whole. Examples of this are 
two series of paired works from 1979. For 
"Working from the Model, A" and" ,B," 1979, 
he fabricated the elements of an elementary till 
life-table, four fruit units- then arranged them 
spatially so that the photograph that followed 
recorded an ''optimal'' compo ition. A variant of 
this, the "Interface " series of 1978, was to 
contrive a miniature architectural still life in such 
a way that the perspectival dimini hment of the 
camera lens canceled out the construction's 
distortions to create a ' 'documentary'' photograph 
that appeared more real than real. To view these 
A 
works i to reconstruct both the mechanical 
procedures and the artist's rea oning. At the same 
ti me, direct reference to the <level opment of the 
language of art is brought to consciousness. 
Taken together, these concepts mentally 
reverberate, in time and through time, in the grey 
area of a radially expanding perceptual penumbra 
Such a man is, however, by no means an 
unambiguous matter. Since his ideas, in so far as 
they are not mere idle phantasmagoria, are nothing 
else than as yet unborn realities, he too of course has 
a sense of reality; but it is a sense of possible reality 
and moves towards its goal much more slowly than 
most people's sense of their real possibilities. Or 
perhaps it can be put better by saying that the man 
with an ordinary sense of reality resembles a fish that 
nibbles at the hook and does not see the line, while 
the man with the kind of sense of reality that one can 
also call the sense of possibility pulls a line through 
the water without any notion whether there is a bait 
on it or not.5 
1 Dialectical Tensions in the Work of Francis Ponge , by Rachelle 
Unger Sherman 
2 Tractatus Logic-Philosophicus , by Ludwig Wittgenstein 
3 Philosophical Investigations , by Ludwig Wittgenstein 
4 Tractatus Logic-Philosophicus , by Ludwig Wittgenstein 
5 The Man Without Qualities , by Robert Musil 
I send someone shopping. I give him a slip marked "five red apples." 
He takes the slip to the shopkeeper, who opens the drawer marked 
"apples"; then he looks up the word "red" in a table and finds a 
colour sample opposite it; then he says the series of cardinal 
numbers-I assume that he knows them by heart-up to the word 
"five" and for each number he takes an apple of the same colour as 
the sample out of the drawer.3 2.02 Objects are simple.4 
B 
These paired fabrications marked a shift in 
interest from an earlier period , in which he 
concentrated upon the way in which man 
constructs language, to his present work. This is 
allied to the Post-Structuralist movement in 
literature. As his work has progressed , Leach has 
constructed a personal visual language in such a 
way that its symbols embody potent cultural 
references-apples, chairs, tables, etc. In the 
presentation of these, he has increasingly 
attempted to eliminate the conventional devices of 
art-texture, composition, etc.-in order to gain 
an understanding of the fundamental linguistic 
mechanisms that give meaning to symbols. In his 
later phase, he considers the ways in which the 
images of this personal language, after becoming 
symbols, seem to separate from the logic of their 
origination to re-align as unitary elements in new 
structures. His emphasis is upon the moment 
when the form of the symbol , gaining new lat-
c 
eral connotation, brings together historical , 
experiential, and lateral connections to form an 
expanded meaning. " Indirect Quotes, " 1981, 
exemplifies this interest. It is a five-part work in 
which three black-and-white images, that are the 
''artless'' representations of an apple , are flanked 
by two literary images. The central representation 
is of a whole apple . It is interposed between two 
that, portraying the present and past tenses of the 
act of slicing, show the means- knife, hands-
DAVID LEACH 
and the effects-revelation and desecration of 
the inner substance of the fruit-meat, spurted 
juice, core and seed-of the action. The literary 
image on the left is a quote from Rachelle Unger 
Sherman's ''Dialectical Tensions in the Work 
of Frances Ponge'' that alludes to literary 
artifice; that on the right is from Robert Musil 's 
"The Man Without Qualities." The five prin-
cipal images are underscored by a line of sub-
images. In these, the extreme left image is the 
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Still considering the possibilities of "real" and "ideal," 
Subtitles , 1982, silkscreen, 4 pages, each 35" x 27" 
title , " Indirect Quote " ; the one on the right 
is comprised of footnote and arti t 's "printed" 
signature. The e enclo e three quotes from the 
work of Ludwig Wittgen tein. The large t of 
these is situated under the centrally placed 
black-and-white image of apple and has the 
twice-repeated word "red" printed in red ink. 
The sub-images compri ea "mock totality" that 
brings together queries about the meaning of 
language and objects; the entire piece i a series 
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of quote that read as a " quasi-whole" of 
fragmented parts. Laminating personal and 
cultural, contemporary and historical referents, 
the work is paradoxical in seeming to be a 
"pronouncement" about "possibilities." 
Leach sees the perceptual reconstruction 
instigated by the above work to be ''emblem-
atic'' of the way in which human perceptual 
mechanisms piece together and interpolate 
he continued to draw-and be pulled by-
between the piecemeal units of information 
recorded by the sensory receptors. Recognizing, 
and feeling at ease with, the illusory and 
transitory nature of perceptual structural 
coherency, and rejecting grandiose views of 
cultural progress , he likes the way in which the 
work epitomizes the capability of language to 
assemble and deconstruct orders at will. Thi , he 
feel , is a metaphor for man's continual capacity 
to be active regardless of circumstance. This is 
not an art whose every ramification can be 
apprehended at a glance. It is dense. Reflection 
is needed to bring the threads of association at-
tached to each separate image to the level of 
consciousne s. In slowing down the synaptic fli ck 
of recognition that is an essential aspect of poetic 
a ociation, Leach draws attention to the 
mechanism. Looking at his work one becomes 
conscious of the efficacy of still, visual 
presentations when it comes to stimulating poetic 
this imperfect logic, which, like some relic of a plow, 
association. At any single moment, multiple 
images present themselves simultaneously while 
each component demands extended consideration 
of its own unique set of references . This 
contemporary form of visual poetics seems to 
differ from Surrealism, not only because it is 
nominally free of political association, but 
because its practitioners have a heightened 
consciousness of the linguistic context. 
The need for the new, effective, and global 
systems of communication in late 20th century 
culture prompted linguistic alternatives of many 
kinds. Advanced computer technology, for 
instance, has speeded up the flow of technical 
information. In the interrogation of a random-
access memory, the computer ''thinks'' when two 
separately accessed probes intersect. This 
process, rapid because all unwanted information 
is bypassed rather than recalled only to be 
furrowed a straight line across the page. 
rejected, is analogous to poetic association. In the 
arts, Leach is one of many who have compiled a 
body of work that addresses the mechanisms of 
thought and language in a visual manner. This 
intellection, in its development, cannot fail to be 
an important source of information for the 
theorists of structuralist linguistics; in its 
practice it is a "laboratory" for those who 
attempt to understand how the mind assimilates 
the rapid passage of visual information. Leach's 
''studies" in visual art, viewed within the con-
text of computer linguistics, demonstrate that in 
an open cultural system, the collective con-
sciousness is shaped by a synthesis of many 
forms of thought . 
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Ron Kroutel 
Artist's Statement/Ron Kroutel 
I awoke one recent morning and aid to myself, 
"No more ymbol , only ign . " 1 have tried to 
lick to thi . People relate my ubject matter to 
Jungian archetypes as a way of identifying my 
imagery. This oversimplified interpretation i 
unacceptable, not becau e it i fa! e but becau e 
people want to explain everything with arche-
typal symbols, thus explaining nothing . As 
Octavio Paz has written, "Symbols have lost 
their meaning by virtue of having o many 
contradictory meanings." Sign are more humble 
in their aspirations than symbols . Sign have not 
been devalued as have symbols. Sign change 
their meaning depending on their context, just 
as hues are changed perceptually by their 
surrounding hues as illustrated in Alber's book, 
The Interaction of Color. The meaning in my 
paintings is not, therefore, immutable but depends 
on the relationship of the signs to each other and 
to the viewer. 
As an artist it is my responsibility to think hard 
about the thousands of possibilities I have to 
choose from. I manipulate these choices until they 
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Signal , 1977, acry~c on canvas, 48" x 48" 
eem to be apt, to feel right, to form a gestalt , to 
make an especially vivid but unreal image, to 
form an eidetic sign. Thus the single fi gure in a 
landscape motivated by basic emotions has 
become a sign and the focu s of my painting. 
About the Artist/Betty Collings 
Ron Kroutel, a full professor , teaches painting in 
the Department of Art of the Ohio University , 
Athens, Ohio. His parents emigrated from 
Bohemia to the United States in the first decade of 
the century. His mother had a gift for music and 
was also recognized as an excellent seamstress. 
His father, who led the pack in his apprenticeship 
training programs, was a tool and die maker. This 
non-academic yet gifted family appreciated that 
their son's early choice of an artistic career was 
not only lofty of aim and social value but also 
inevitable. From the beginning Ron Kroutel had 
perceived and made known that his principal 
activities in life were to center upon a family, a 
job, and the pursuit of the profession of artist. 
After receiving formal training at the Art Institute 
of Chicago and the University of Chicago 
(B.A.E. 1957) and the University of Michigan 
(M.F.A. 1963), Kroutel taught art in Detroit 
before coming to Athens in 1966. As a student, 
and in the early period of his career, his work 
followed Modernism's stylistic shifts, and he 
became adept at surface texturing, a technique 
that served a vision conceptually akin to that of 
the artist Larry Rivers . 
In 1973, Kroutel visited Europe . There, 
particularly among the works of the Florentine 
masters of the 14th century, he experienced a 
previously untapped emotion-that of psychic 
resonance with historical figures. This iden-
tification, as it emphasized his place in the 
continuum of the artistic tradition, re-fired and 
re-focused his early ambition . On that brief, 
three-week excursion, he made a detailed study 
of Masso de Banco 's fresco "The Legend of St. 
Sylvester" in Santa Croce, Florence and was 
further inspired by the style and scope of the St. 
Ursula series painted by the 16th century Vene-
tian painter, Carpaccio. Always an admirer of 
£cs tacy, 1976, acrylic on canvas, 48" x 48" 
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artist~ wh se accomplished craftsmanship served 
a grand v1sion- Durer, Titian, P us m, Monet, 
Duchamp-he decided that on hi return to Ohio 
he would stop trying to catch Modernism and 
concentrate upon his per onal ob e sion. 
Since 1973, his work has been the means by 
which he has outlined and begun to refine an 
extended allegory, a theoretical perception of 
the psychological factors underlying human 
intercour e. In these sacramental paintings he sets 
tages upon which various combinations of a 
limited cast of characters-an old man, a mature 
man, a youth, a boy, a woman and as observer, an 
artist, bystander(s) or photographer, all dressed in 
a non-specific modem style-enact the primary 
elements of the quinte sential human drama. His 
subject matter has included the emotions: anger, 
ecstasy, vengeance, fear, love; the actions, as 
well as the psychological implication of 
touching, flight, running, sleeping; the mental 
processes of remembrance and dreaming-
conceived by the artist not as mystical but 
linguistic structures. Hi visual metaphors allude 
to re urrection, the compres ion, pa sage, and 
simultaneity of time, dichotomie ·uch 
a active/passive or male/female, and the 
inevitability of death . 
Kroutel con tructs hi pictures with deliberation; 
he perceives them to be linguistic exercises, 
embodying a plethora of visual possibilities 
reduced to the most economical and the most 
powerful vi ual element . Within his pictorial 
e ay he manipulates color, gesture, the relative 
po itioning of element and the geometry of 
compo ition to achieve the desired degree of 
p ·ycholog1cal ten ·ion. "Animus Ill: Ath-
leticism" from 1974, is an example of color 
used to heighten atmospheric ambiguity. Here the 
illumination is that of late afternoon and early 
evening when neither the logic of the day nor the 
orders of the night prevail. In "Vengeance," 
another work from 1974, layered storm clouds in 
a lurid unset ky heighten the intensity of the 
action of the protagoni t. Typically both the 
placement and the description of his symbolic 
props and curiously ambiguous figures prevent 
any recourse to either the nostalgia engendered by 
the attenuation of one-point perspective or to 
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Animus I: Anger, 1973, acrylic on canvas, 65" x 65" 
Animus IV: Vengeance, 1974, acrylic on canvas, 72" x 65" 
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specific reference . In fact, a urvey fhi e tan! 
painting reveals assimilation and adaptation of the 
technical achievement · of the surreali in 
particular Balthus and de Chirico- the Ameri an 
19th century lumini t and their 20th century 
counterpart, Edward Hopper. This feat he 
off-handedly acknowledges when he admits to 
·'borrowing'' from the craft tradition whenever 
appropriate . 
When an attempt, such a this, i made to present 
a succinct description of an artist's phi lo ophical, 
procedural, and technical idea all are inevitably 
over-simplified. Visual ideas that have matured 
over long periods of time are falsely ordered as 
much by the limited constructions of the written 
word as by the spatial constraints of the page. In 
particular, conceptual fringes, wherein new 
connections develop, become artificially 
hardened. With this caution in mind it is generally 
true to ay that Kroutel' initial concepts were 
largely couched in the language of ymbolism and 
allegory-for in tance "Proce sion," 1974 and 
"Resurrection," 1978. But more recently he has 
become intere ted in the way in which gesture 
operate as a sign. Accordingly he now directs 
attention toward '' ingle figures: at most two '' as 
"i t seem that the simpler they are the better." 
Even o, "Vengeance" painted in 1974 indicates 
that the communicative potential of the ingle 
figure ha always been a part of his work. 
Pre ently he attacks the development of an 
increa ingly stringent yntax in two ways. His 
reduced one or two figure formalism focusing 
upon the implications of ge ture demand changes 
in compositional format; a direction aided by 
hi mo t recent working method ince the 
introduction of a paint-stick increa es the rate of 
experimentation. Further, the active stroke which 
the stick makes forces a reduction in the internal 
figurative detail, thereby concentrating attention 
upon the simplified silhouette. Concurrently-
through an imaginative use of the 1982 Wright 
State University Video Production project, 
originated by Michael Jones and funded by 
the Ohio Arts Council-he has been able to 
reverse the process of experimental reduction. 
This is achieved by going back into the scenario 
of past paintings to re-enact their multi-time, 
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Mean Dog , 1981 drawing, pastel and chalk over gouache, 30" x 22" 
Blindfolded Man, 1982, oil stick on canvas, 84" x 36" 
multi-symbolic, multi-narrative content for 
presentation via a single video tape that is 
_ comprised of a blend of three separate images . 
While it is not yet clear in what way this extended 
experience-in which he likens the collaboration 
of video crew, artist and actors to aleatory 
music-will affect the paintings, one cannot but 
suppose that it will open up a whole range of 
previously unrealized, unshaped images. This is 
especially likely in the light of his belief that 
creative moments only occur when mental activity 
is pushed to the borders of unforseen concepts 
and/or solutions. 
Though all his work is an extended metaphor of 
his own feelings and perceptions, the imagery is 
not personally specific. His aim is to develop a 
figurative sign system of sufficient generality to 
become adapted by all those who bring to it 
sustained attention and personal insight. This is 
such an immense ambition that the large body of 
work accomplished in the past eight years is 
only a beginning. Refinements in execution, 
clarification of gesture, and an expanded 
emotional experience must inevitably extend 
and order his goals. At the present time the need 
for refinement seems to be precipitating a 
more analytical examination of the linguistic 
parameters of human gesture. The fact that this 
activity has not sensitized him to the concerns of 
the relevant disciplinary alternatives-as has the 
perceptual analysis of artists such as John Davies, 
William Ramage, or Thomas Macaulay-is 
probably related to his romantic vision of the 
artist's role. 
In conclusion, Kroutel is another example of an 
Ohio artist who-in touch with but not unduly 
perturbed by the violent, consequentially minor 
fluctuations in style characteristic of the urban 
provincialism of New York-has a support 
system that allows him to develop his personal 
vision with an intensity and thoroughness that is 
synonymous with structural coherence. The 
existence within Ohio of numerous such 
competent, stylistically informed but independ-
ently directed artists holding meaningful world 
views, is undoubtedly a factor of significance to 
the accumulated history of art. 
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Gary Schwindler 
Artist's Statement/Gary Sch windier 
Sometimes I visualize the artist as a kind of manic 
hero who, along with everyone else, has been 
dumped precipitously and unceremoniously into 
life. It is something like being airdropped into the 
middle of a junkyard which stretches out in all 
directions to infinity. 
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lnscape: Fetish Chamber, 1981, mixed media, 14V4'' x 12¥4" 
Of course, there is no escape from this mess. But 
the artist strives to give expression to an 
uncommon inner urgency, seeking out, defining, 
and then celebrating in unique and private 
tongues, fragments of this vast landscape. In this 
way, I suppose, small, tidy, frail oases of appar-
ent order are established, creating at least a 
provisional arresting of confusion. 
With my painted, mixed-media constructions, l 
strive to a semble materials in combinations that I 
believe allude to phenomena experienced by me 
which I call energy centers. 
Modest in scale, my work is intended to function 
much like icons or meditation diagrams; that is, to 
serve as kinds of conduits between concepts 
which are , after all, beyond pictorialization to a 
great degree, and sensitized, receptive spectators. 
Now, whatever poetry all this might seem to 
describe, the truth of the matter is that ultimately 
artists are today an endangered species. 
About the Artist/Betty Collings 
When free, as curators can rarely be, to make an 
unfettered response to art, I prefer to follow a 
visual di cu sion that in its single instance and in 
its development has layers of meaning, that 
changes subtly and progressively to reveal 
lnscape: Pied Beauty, 1981, mixed media, 12Y2'' x 123/4" 
multiple internal and external reference , and 
who e development and meaning I ometimes 
follow , sometimes anticipate, and sometimes 
intuit as capable of leading me beyond my 
immediate capacity to engage; to follow a living 
art , with whose synthesis of poetic and analytical 
dialogue it is possible to resonate , to disengage 
and to return to a renewed examination as insights 
grow. Presently, it is such an urge for dialogue 
and analysis that attracts me to the work of Mel 
Bochner, Judy Pfaff, William Ramage , Paul 
Sharits , George Woodman, Donald Kuspit , 
Robert Pincus-Witten , and Gary Schwindler. 
Schwindler, who teaches history of art at Ohio 
University in Athens , Ohio, studied at the 
Albright Art School and took a B.S. in art 
education from the State University of New York 
at Buffalo. He received an M.F.A. in painting 
from Cranbrook Academy. After a period of 
art-making and teaching, he returned to academe 
in 1965 and subsequently became interested in the 
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lnscape: Didactic /llustration of Three Kinds of Space, mixed media, 23112'' x 12112'' 
art of India. Thi tudy wa first undertaken at 
SUNY, New Paltz, with Dr. Hugo Munsterberg 
and later with Dr. J. Le Roy Davidson at UCLA. 
He completed a Ph.D. at UCLA specializing in 
the art of Indian A ia and upported by minor 
concentration in Chinese art and classical art 
history. Talented and intellectually accompli bed, 
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Schwindler's professional pre entations include 
solo exhibition of all phases of his visual 
expression, numerous articles on contemporary 
art criticism, and lectures and publications on 
Asian art history-an area within which he is 
presently considering the efficacy of an 
alternative methodology. Coming after the 
period of hi second stylistic mode, one in which 
he painted large expre sionistic canvase , 
Schwindler's intellectual pursuits conferred depth 
to his concepts and a stronger resonance to his 
visual expression. 
The forms which his art now take can be 
attributed in part to the a sault on his ense 
perpetrated by Southern India' heat, light, and 
vivid color, elements to which he was exposed 
during 1972-73 when he was conducting field 
research for his doctoral thesis. The psychological 
impact of this visit , compressed and inten ified, is 
expressed in the small, painted, and metallized 
lnscape: Landscape Into Art, 1981, mixed media, 21 :Y4" x 12¥4'' 
plaster and wood constructions he is now making. 
The unerring craftsmanship of these works stems 
from an aesthetic engendered in childhood as he 
played and worked in the cabinetmaking 
woodshop of his grandfather and uncle. This art, 
rarely larger than 15" in any dimension, but rich in 
visual inducement and conceptual meaning, 
functions as a mental map to hi thought. This is 
facilitated by a private symbolic language whose 
particulars are encased within a syntactical 
structure, some of whose general terms include 
the symbolism of object, material, concept, and 
procedure. Examples are: a portal-principally a 
window, typically open, though sometimes 
veiled, leading inwards to an interior landscape; 
an opening, enclosed within a frame, that may 
itself be closed or open, and who e multiple 
elements, frequently mutually distinguished by 
variegated structural or coloristic elements, 
connect via a variety of joints; dialectic-of 
compression-response, intrusion and embrace 
portrayed by the wooden elements and plaster 
body; recycling-of materials, elements, thought; 
vivid color- here the symbolic function, though 
suggested by the art of India, has specifically 
personal iconographic meaning; intensifi-
cation-of color or of form through carefully 
considered procedural modifications; asym-
metry-of form within a structured framework; 
miniaturization-an intellectual compression 
as in a map, mandala, or circuit diagram. 
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The American Heritage Dictionary lists the 
meaning of the word exqui ite as '' 1: Beautifully 
made or designed. 2: Of such beauty or delicacy 
as to arouse delight. 3: Acutely perceptive or 
di criminating. 4: Intense, keen. 5: Obsolete 
Carefully sought or selected.'' Read in rever e 
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/nscape: Royalty, 1981, mixed media, 12W' x 12W' 
order, this could be an apt description of 
Schwindler's art in that the many avenue of 
acces to it certainly include an intellectual 
triumvirate of the eparate components: concept 
and philosophy; visual delectation; craftsmanship 
and procedure. 
Enticing the senses as it exalts in color, texture 
and a ymmetry, this work has a Western cultural 
referrent in the imagery of love and in the 
sprung-rhythms of the 19th century Engli h 
religiou poet Gerard Manley Hopkins. In relation 
to Ea tern culture, the principle of, lila, in which 
the willed or spontaneous perfection of creativity 
approach the divine, comes to mind a one 
watches Schwindler at work. Such engagements 
with the intellect are enlarged by the work' 
potential for structural analysis. Schwindler' 
work is characterized by an internal linguistic 
structure that , with the acceptance of a new 
work, expands microscopically as the symbolic 
categories and capacities of the work multiply 
and/or become individually richer and, macro-
scopically, by progressive stages of formal 
development. Viewed retrospectively, hi work 
has developed in a cyclical progression of stages, 
each one tructured by a variation of its infor-
mational content that begins in terse economy 
and conclude in a baroque overload. 
lnscape: The Flagel/ant, 1981, mixed media, 12Y4'' x 12Y4'' 
Furthermore, when such an analysis of the art is 
juxtaposed against the way it functions in 
Schwindler's life, the question is raised as to 
whether an increase in his meditative facility 
could pre-empt the need for the mandalic forms . 
Should this occur, one speculates as to what the 
artistic consequences might be . Finally, it 
becomes relevant to note that Schwindler is now 
forty-nine years old. When the uccessive stages 
in the formal development in this art are plotted 
against the temporal changes of physical capacity 
and mental maturation, one concedes that such an 
intimate and joyful synthesis of poesis and 
analysis may depend upon a maturation of hand 
and mind that is physically dependent upon the 
passage of time. 
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Marty Kalb 
Artist's Statement/Marty Kalb 
I like order, but I enjoy more the way in which 
order, discipline, and freedom together can create 
a much tronger emotional impact than each on 
it own. 
l deal withe ence nuance , bia , luck, accident, 
calculation, perver ity, go, innocence, guile 
and ultimately the belief that what I do mu t be 
done, and that it ha per onal and public value. 
Emotion drive my work, formali m control it. I 
work from drawings, painted ketches, the sky as 
een from my tudio window , or the painting 
itself a it develop in front of me. 
I am purred on by the challenge of creative 
doubt and the need to work. I work without regard 
to romantic notion uch as the right time, the 
right place, or a special mood. I just work. 
In artist-statement language, my work deals with 
the concepts of freedom and control. Abstract 
color and form co-exi t with sharp contra ting 
line . Bleeding or merging color planes are 
abruptly confronted with impa toe urfaces. 
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My painting. are a vi ·ual dialogu 
material and nat urfa es; b twe 
pre en e of a f rm and th openn 
space; betwe n int n e phy ical col r area and 
finite directional line . 
My work i analytical and emotional, formal and 
energetic, intellectual and pi ritual. I paint the 
balance between urgency of action and control 
born of contemplation. 
About the Artist/Betty Collings 
By their actions, vi ual artist how art to be an 
effective, even e ential element in the pectrum 
of the ociety' linguistic and procedural option 
That thi perception i hared in a general en e 
by the ociety at large i conveyed by the 
inclu ion of art among the pantheon of laudable 
value which include motherhood, family, truth, 
loyalty progre , innovation, humani m. By 
contra t, little agreement i achieved when 
attempt are made to delineate thee ential 
component of art. Nori there con en u about 
the pecific role that arti t play. Neverthele 
definition i not unattainable; for example, the 
following component , ombined in variou 
proportion , provide ba e for de cription. 
A mystic, in the act of artistic creation the arti 
per onifie the my tery of "life force" and in o 
doing counteract the nihili m of Exi tentialist 
and Buddhi t philo ophy. Alternatively, hi /her 
art may be perceived a the expre sion of Divine 
Being. To view the arti ta my tic i to tre the 
myth of spontaneou geniu and to define 
intuition a unproce ed mediumistic tran fer. 
As communicator, the artist develops a phil-
osophical point of view via a personal, visual 
symbol system. A a communicator, free to draw 
upon and combine all types of styli tic format, 
he/ he may use vi ual poetry or pro e, and 
illustrative representation and/or the forms of 
abstraction in either narrative or non-narrative 
sequence. 
Axiom #6 Gray/Green, 1981, acrylic on canvas, 6811 x 48" 
Axiom #3 Red/Blue /Yellow , 1981 , acrylic on canvas, 68" x 48" 
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A ae rherician, the arti ·t dir t inherited talent · 
and predilection for b auty, toward the analy i · , 
definition and redefinition of percepti n, ther by 
a urning the role of vi ual theori t. In thi 
cla ification, the nece sary element of 
ae thetici m may be gratified by tangible 
en uous experience, or by mental delectation of 
conceptual and structural logics. Concurrently, 
acts of art may either asse s and reinforce 
perception , or analyze and di sect vi ual 
convention in order to present alternative . Such 
alternatives may be, though are not nece arily, 
unique and progre ive. 
A an expressionist the artist' product indicate 
the method, type, intensity and content of an 
emotional catharsis . In this re pect, though not 
exclu ively, art is mo t clearly een a a form of 
adaptive behavior. 
Marty Kalb, motivated by the need to expre a 
private emotion , engage in vi ual-intellectual 
discu ion that con tantly re-evaluate the 
component of a dialectic of the analytic and the 
intuitive . A vi ual theori t, Kalb i cognizant of 
the tructure and of the lingui tic parameter of 
art' formal element . 
ln New York, during childhood and adole cence, 
Kalb frequented the Mu eum f Modern Art 
becoming clo ely acquainted with the work of 
Mondrian and Hofmann. After enrolling a an 
undergraduate at Michigan State Univer ity he 
pur ued a variety of career option before electing 
to study painting with Jack on Pollock' brother 
Charlie. Thi profe or guided him to apply to the 
Department of Painting at Yale where he wa 
accepted into the Department of Graphic De ign. 
Remaining at Yale only for the year required for 
completion of a B. A. , he transferred to the 
University of California at Berkeley for graduate 
study. There, as a tudio major, he studied 
painting with Elmer Bischoff from 1964-66. From 
the earliest days as a visitor to MOMA and a an 
undergraduate at Michigan State, Kalb showed a 
consistent interest in a manipulation of formal 
elements directed toward an examination of the 
relationships between feeling, expressive gesture, 
analysis, and linguistic coherency. 
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The di ret lement 
synta tical ·y ·t mar line, tr k , arc, paint 
quality, procedure, and per p tival and pi t rial 
or atmo pheri illu ion contra ting th fa t of 
flatne , texture , color and geometric order. 
The e element variou ly combined ha e matured 
in the following equence: Hi early experiment 
with geometric form and ab tract ex pre ioni tic 
ge ture at Michigan State and the rigor of graphic 
design at Yale were followed by figuration at 
Berkeley. In Kentucky, after graduation, he 
initiated an un chooled and purely per onal 
direction in which figurative element were 
combined with a heightened emphasi on the 
geometric of pictorial composition . The e early 
experiment were followed by construction , 
hown in Ohio in the early 70 , which integrated 
the formal element of frame, canva and the 
weep of the painter' arm. In 1974, in order to 
reaffirm the pre ence of emotional content, 
he cho e to " regre "to expre ioni m. 
Subsequently he reintroduced analy i via the 
"Axiom" drawing and painting shown in thi 
exhibition . Finally , and mo t recently , he ha 
returned with informed and renewed vigor to the 
direct application of paint in boldly conceived and 
deci ively executed ex pre ioni tic canva e . 
A Kalb draws attention to the conceptual 
imilarity between hi work and that of Han 
Hofmann, one recall that the Univer ity Mu eum 
at Berkeley i the repo itory of the major portion 
of Hofmann' e tate. A he talk , it i clear that he 
now uses ab tract imagery in a way that i 
different from the Hofmann-influenced tyle 
which followed hi deci ion to re-empha ize 
emotional content. The rea on for thi i that the 
two period of ex pre ioni m have been separated 
by an important , experimental , analytical pha e. 
Even though Kalb ' conception of the experi-
mental method is in ufficiently rigorous to lead 
him into the pursuit of a visual procedure 
that incorporates ae thetically unacceptable 
di onance he is wary of his capacity to ea ily 
achieve a ''beautiful'' painting. He consciously 
moves rapidly away from resolved or conven-
tional problem . Over the years this attitude ha 
Axiom #2 Green, 1981, acrylic on canvas, 68" x 48" 
Axiom #1 Yellow, 1981 , acrylic on canvas, 72" x 48" 
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given his paintings th tang th t nn tes fre. h 
entures. In them t rec nt in tan e hi xperi-
mental method wa, to er at a ·erie of past I 
drawing · which w re then tran lated into paint-
ing approximately 4' x 6' . A a con equence 
of the e elaborate, occa ionally tediou studie 
hi work ha acquired new authority. The paint-
ings he now makes use a technique that tres e 
pontaneou , ge tural application of high-keyed 
color, textured by both poured and impastoe 
application. They in tinctively timulate the 
re pon e one accord to all clearly conceived, 
cohesive cogent, preci ely articulated idea . 
In hort, the early "felt" expre ive technique 
ha been qualitatively focu ed by the analytical 
proce . Hi deci ion making, newly informed, 
now produce brilliant color, contra ting texture 
and new organizational format. 
Kalb' new painting , not passionate but fre hand 
zinging, reflect hi commitment to the ocial 
validity of a life dedicated to the elaboration of 
intellectual order. To tudy hi work i to be 
stimulated by the way in which a cultivated 
ten ion between the role of the ae thete and the 
aesthetician contribute to the continual 
development of hi art. 
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Mirage , 1981 , acrylic on canvas, 48" ·x 64" 
Pacific Bree~e, 1981, acrylic on canvas, 68" x 48" 
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Schedule of Exhibitions 
The work of the arti t in thi catalog wa 
pre ented in a eries of olo exhibition and one 
performance at Wright State Univer ity during the 
winter, pring, and ummerof 1982. Each of the 
arti t presented a public talk on his/her work, 
taped copie of which are hou ed in the re ource 
center of the Department of Art and Art Hi tory at 
Wright State Univer ity. 
& Ohio Arts Council 
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